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Introduction

QED interactions

e+	e- collision electron/muon g-2

Casimir	effect

Compton	scattering

photon-photon	collision

Interaction of 
charged particles with photons

Interaction of photons
in vacuum

Photon	Magnet
interaction

→Vacuum	Magnetic	Birefringence

B



What	is
Vacuum	Magnetic	Birefringence	?

for	B=10T,	LB=1m,	λ=1064nm	→ Ψ=1×10-16 rad

VMB	Feynman	diagram
Refractive	index	of	vacuum	changes	under	
magnetic	field

Δn =	4.0×10-24	× (B[T])2

This	effect	rotates	the	polarization	of	light

Ψ[rad]	=
𝑩[𝑻]𝟐𝑳𝑩[𝒎]
𝝀[𝒏𝒎]

×10-15

very small

VMB	is	an	important	QED	phenomenon,	but	
has	not	been	observed	yet.	

Contribution	from	
Axion-Lilke Particles

B

Light LightAxion

VMB	experiment	is	the	most	sensitive	
ALPs	(ma >	1meV) search	with	lasers

B
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QED	predicted	VMB



How	to	detect? Experimental Sensitivity

∝ B2  × LB  × 𝑇

Polarizer

Strong	Pulsed	Magnet

Detectors

Two High reflective mirrors
=Fabry-Pérot Cavity
to enhance interaction length by 
a factor of 2F/π (F: Finesse)

to produce large 
VMB

Magnetic 
field

Interaction
Length

DAQ
time

üStrong pulsed magnetic field: B=20T, LB=0.8m
üHigh Finesse Fabry-Pérot cavity: F=450,000, Lcav = 3m
üHigh DAQ rate : frep=6Hz
VMB can be detected with 10 hours DAQ

Target	performance

Polarizer



Pulsed	Magnet

Electric Current(>10kA)

Magnetic field

Φ5.35	
Light	go	inside	this	pupe

☆1mm×3mm Cu wire wounded pulsed magnet
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12 Typical	Pulse	shape

11.4T	at	maximum	

1~2	ms

Ø Fast	operation	unit	is	also	
prepared	to	achieve	>1Hz	pulse	
repetition	rate.

Ø Operation	with	B=8T,	LB=0.2m×4,	
frep=0.2Hz	for	27,000	pulses	has	
been	already	achieved.

0.2m
Cooling	with	Liquid	Nitrogen
RCu(77K)=	Rcu(300K)×1/7



Fabry-Pérot cavity

Finesse	F	can	be	measured	from
decay	time	constant	τ of	 the	intra-cavity	power High	 reflective	mirror

at	1064nm
(transparent	for	us…)Resonance	off

exp.	decay	with	
τ=FL/πc

Time	[0.1ms/div]In
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Laser

N

S

Reflectivity	R~99.999%
Finesse:	F~300,000

Detector

Transmit

1064nm	Laser

F=200,000	at	maximum



Laser	Freq.
(150MHz/div)

Intracavity
Power	(a.	u.)

active	disturb

Re-locked	the	resonance

A	picture	of	a	locking	cycle
with	active	disturb

1sec

Resonance	locking
• Enhancement	occurs	only	
when ν=c/2L×n
• All	hand-made	resonance	
locking	circuits	are	prepared
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• Stable	resonance	locking	
has	been	achieved

→ ×100	faster	DAQ	rate



Experimental	Setup

Fabry-PérotMirrors

Mr.	Kamioka

Pulsed	
Magnet

Polarizer Polarizer

Polarizer

FP	MirrorOutput	Chamber

Capacitor
C=3.2mF, V=4.5kV

Fast 
Charging Unit



• 925	pulses	data	were	collected	in	0.2	Hz
• Birefringence	and	Faraday	effect of	O2 and	N2 should	be	observed

ØPulse	magnet	operation	with	Fabry-Pérot cavity	at	the	highest	
repetition	rate	in	the	world

DAQ	system	test

Intra-cavity	power

Laser	Frequency

Current	on	magnet

Charged
Voltage

Magnet: B=0.65T,
Cavity: F=20,000
Pressure: P=105Pa (atmosphere)

※Resonance	breaking	 is	due	to	charging	relay,	100ms	after	the	pulse	shot



Acquired	Signal
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World	best	limit	of	VMB	search	
is	possible	with	1	day	DAQ

Roadmap	for	VMB

First observation of QED predicted 
VMB will be accomplished in a year

Dissembled	magnet

Magnet
B=8T,	LB =	0.2m×4,	
frep =	0.2Hz
Cavity 
Finesse=200,000

• We	have	established	the	procedures	for	VMB	search

Magnet
B=20T,	LB =	0.2m×4,	
frep =	6Hz
Cavity
Finesse=450,000

Achieved status

First	observation	of	VMB	is	
possible	with	10	hours	DAQ

Future status
Change	wound	wire

to	achieve	20T

F>450,000	guaranteed	
mirrors	are	prepared
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ALPs

磁場B

入射光 出力光

12

ALPs	Contribution	 																																

Lαγγ = −
gαγγ
4
Fµν F

µνa = gαγγ

E ⋅

Ba

光の電場

印加磁場

ALPS

PVLAS(2015)

Observation	of	
QED	predicted	VMB



Additional	projects	in	TOKYO
• Positronium (e+-e- bound-state)	Bose-Einstein	Condensation

• Precision	measurement	of	Casimir	effect	and	search	for	5th
force

• Axion-Like	particles	search	with	intense	X-ray



東⼤理:
地下⼀階で量産

旧 新

大量生産

磁石の歴史

銅線巻き器

大量生産

14



Magnet	Operation	Unit

Charging 
Unit

SCR

Capacitor
C=3.2mF, V=4.5kV

Charging Unit

One operation cycle

0.2Hz	pulse	repetition	was	achieved
~100	times	faster	than

traditional	pulsed	magnet	

Magnet coil

Vo
lta

ge
	o
n	
Ca

pa
ci
to
r	[
kV
]

Capacitor

fast	repetition	operation	was	enabled	by	a	new	operation	unit



• 光は真空偏極により仮想電⼦対へ
の⽣成、消滅を繰り返している。
磁場を印加すると、仮想電⼦対を
通じて磁場に並⾏・垂直な偏光が
異なる屈折率Δnを感じる

• 磁場と光の、電磁場同⼠の⾮線形
効果で未だ観測されていない

• Axionなど、光と結合する未知粒⼦
があると複屈折が⼤きくなるため、
未知粒⼦探索にもなる

Δn = n// − n⊥
= kCMB

2 (QED理論値
kCM=4.0×10-24[T-2]	)

真空の複屈折

16

磁場B

入射光 出力光

仮想電子対
QED予測

ALPsの寄与

ALPs

磁場B

入射光 出力光
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• 媒質に異⽅性があり屈折率が縦偏光と横偏光とで異なる現象のこ
と。縦横の屈折率の差 Δn = n|| - n⊥で定量的に表す

• 波⻑λ の光が距離L ⾛ると、縦横偏光に位相差 δ=2πΔnL/λ が⽣
じ、直線偏光の光が横偏光成分を獲得する
nex. 位相差π/2： 縦偏光 → 円偏光

入射光
(直線偏光)

出力光
(楕円偏光)

n||

n⊥

複屈折媒質
2πΔnL/λ =π/2

複屈折とは

17



今の実験室

電源

クリーンブース
(安東研からお借り)

電源回路

コンデンサ
DAQ系

レーザー警報ランプ

18
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Figure 1. Comparison of reported absolute values of the va-
cuum magnetic linear birefringence and their uncertainties re-
presented at 3�.

3�. More recently a new version of the PVLAS appara-
tus based on two 2.5T permanent magnets and a Fabry-
Pérot optical cavity reached a noise floor corresponding
to kCM = 1.3⇥ 10�20 T�2 at 3�, but ”only when no spu-
rious signal was observed” [8]. All over our paper, we give
error bars at 3� corresponding to a confidence level of
99.8%, that usually indicates an evidence for a non-zero
signal. All these measurements are summarized in Fig. 1.
This clearly shows that vacuum CM measurements are
true experimental challenges and that one has to focus not
only on getting the best optical sensitivity and maximi-
zing the signal to be measured, but also on minimizing all
the unwanted systematic e↵ects by decoupling the appa-
ratus from their sources and by performing an appropriate
data analysis.

In this paper we present a measurement of kCM obtai-
ned using the first generation setup of the BMV (Biréfrin-
gence Magnétique du Vide) experiment at the National
High Magnetic Field Laboratory of Toulouse, France -
(LNCMI-T) [9]. The novelty of this experiment is the use
of pulsed magnetic fields. This method allows to provide
the highest magnetic fields in terrestrial laboratories wi-
thout destroying the coil itself [4]. Our apparatus is also
based on the use of an infrared Fabry-Pérot cavity among
the sharpest in the world [10]. We calibrated our expe-
riment using nitrogen gas [10], and recently published a
high precision measurement of the Cotton-Mouton e↵ect
of helium gas compatible with the theoretical prediction
[11]. We present our data acquisition and analysis proce-
dure that takes into account the symmetry properties of
the raw data with respect to the orientation of the ma-
gnetic field and the sign of the cavity birefringence. The
measurement result of the vacuum magnetic linear bire-
fringence kCM presented in this paper was obtained with
about 200 magnetic pulses and a maximum field of 6.5T.
It corresponds to the best noise floor ever reached. It is
therefore a clear validation of our innovative experimental
method.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 Apparatus

Our experimental setup is described in Refs. [11]. As
shown in Fig. 2, 30 mW of a linearly polarized Nd :YAG
laser beam (� = 1064 nm) goes through an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) used in double pass for an adjustment
of the laser frequency. It is then injected into a monomode
optical fiber before entering a high finesse Fabry-Pérot ca-
vity of length Lc = 2.27m, consisting of the mirrors M1

and M2. This corresponds to a cavity free spectral range
of �FSR = c/2Lc = 65.996MHz. The laser passes through
an electro-optic modulator (EOM) creating sidebands at
10 MHz. We analyze the beam reflected by the cavity on
the photodiode Phr. This signal is used to lock the la-
ser frequency to the cavity resonance frequency using the
Pound-Drever-Hall method [12], via the acousto-optic mo-
dulator and the piezoelectric and Peltier elements of the
laser.

Figure 2. Experimental setup. EOM, electro-optic modu-
lator ; AOM, acousto-optic modulator ; PDH, Pound-Drever-
Hall ; Ph, photodiode ; P, polarizer ; A, analyzer. See text for
more details.

To measure the ellipticity induced by the Cotton-Mouton
e↵ect one needs a transverse magnetic field as high as pos-
sible. This is fulfilled using pulsed fields delivered by one
magnet, named X-coil, especially designed in our labora-
tory. The principle of this magnet and its properties are
described in details in Refs. [9,13]. It can provide a maxi-
mum field of more than 14T over an equivalent length
LB of 0.137m [10]. Data have been taken with a maxi-
mum magnetic field of 6.5T reached within 1.70ms while
the total duration of a pulse is less than 10ms as shown in
Fig. 3. Moreover, we can remotely switch the high-voltage
connections to reverse B in order to set it parallel or anti-
parallel to the x direction. The maximum repetition rate
is 6 pulses per hour.

We infer the cavity finesse from the measurement of the
photon lifetime ⌧ [10]. Its value is regularly checked during
data taking and we get ⌧ = 1.07ms. The corresponding
finesse is :

F =
⇡c⌧

Lc
, (7)

We get F = 445 000 with a relative variation that does not
exceed 6% at the 3� confidence level. This corresponds to
a cavity linewidth �⌫ = c/2FLc of 148 Hz. This is one of
the sharpest infrared cavity in the world [10].

• 仏グループの2013年実験で、感度
はkCM=2e-22(500倍)

• 我々はB2LF√tで3000倍勝ってい
る(磁場強度＆繰返しでゲイン大)

BMV

F=450,000,	2.27m

6.5T,	0.137m,	0.0017Hz

6 Please give a shorter version with: \authorrunning and \titlerunning prior to \maketitle

to J 0
4 in Fig. 9a. We finally fit the residues by ↵B2

f . The
fit is superimposed to the residues of J 0

4 in Fig. 9b. The
Cotton-Mouton constant kCM is deduced from the measu-
red experimental parameters as follows [10] :

kCM =
↵

4⇡⌧�FSR

�

LB

1

sin 2✓P
. (19)

We obtain :

kCM = (�0.9± 6.2)⇥ 10�21 T�2, (20)

at 3� confidence level. As said before we give error bars
at 3� corresponding to a confidence level of 99.8%, that
usually indicates an evidence for a non-zero signal. The
uncertainty takes into account the A-type and B-type un-
certainties. The A-type uncertainties come from the fit
and from the photon lifetime with a relative variation lo-
wer than 6% at 3�. The B-type uncertainties have been
evaluated previously and detailed in Ref. [10]. They essen-
tially come from the length of the magnetic field LB with
a relative uncertainty of 6.6% at 3�. The value of Eq. (20)
gives an estimate of our noise floor, which is half the one
of the PVLAS collaboration in 2012 obtained with an in-
tegration time of 8192 s [8].

(a) Time evolution of J 0
4. Black curve : fit with a sine

function at 180Hz.

(b) Time evolution of the residues of J 0
4. Black curve : fit

with ↵B2
f .

Figure 9. Time evolution of J 0
4 and its residues (dark grey).

The 3� uncertainties are superimposed in light grey.

Figure 10. Comparison of the latest absolute reported values
of the vacuum CM e↵ect. Error bars are given at 3�. This
work : black dot, value obtain with the fit combining the sine
function at 177 Hz and the ↵B2

f function ; arrow, noise floor of
8.0⇥ 10�21 T�2.

In order to assess more precisely the physical origin
of the systematic e↵ect, we zoom in the power spectral
density of  , depicted in Fig. 6, on the frequencies around
180Hz. We find several resonances at 177Hz, 200Hz and
above. The signal J 0

4 is then fitted by a sine function but
with the frequency fixed to each of the resonance frequen-
cies. The best fit, corresponding to the best �2, is obtained
for 177Hz, which is compatible with the frequency given
by the previous fit. Fitting the residues by ↵B2

f gives our
final value for the CM constant :

kCM = (5.1± 6.2)⇥ 10�21 T�2, (21)

at 3� confidence level.
On the other hand, if we fit the data corresponding

to Fig. 8 with the sum of the sine function of 177 Hz fre-
quency and ↵B2

f , we obtain :

kCM = (8.3± 8.0)⇥ 10�21 T�2, (22)

at 3� confidence level.
All this shows that our noise floor given by the un-

certainties is of a few 10�21 T�2 while the central value
depends on the fitting procedure. Establishing what is the
most statistically appropriate fitting procedure is out of
the scope of this paper. Our goal is to report on our noise
floor and to highlight the main contributions to systema-
tic e↵ects in order to improve the overall sensitivity of the
next version of the apparatus.

Nevertheless, for the sake of comparison we show in
Fig. 10 our typical value given in Eq. (22) together with
the already published values. We see that our value is
slightly better than the previous one.

4 Conclusions and perspectives

We presented the last advances of our BMV appara-
tus in terms of the best noise floor of vacuum magnetic
birefringence ever realized. Our result validates our ex-
perimental method based on pulsed fields. In particular,
it proves that the sensitivity obtained in a single pulse

Time	[ms]

Signal	[A.	U.]
ゼロconsistent

<10-6Pa真空引き
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15

Figure 4. Optical scheme (top) and photograph (bottom) of the test apparatus in
Ferrara. At the center one can see the two dipole permanent magnets. The optics
is supported by antivibration stages whereas the magnet supports are on the floor.

a picture of it. At the center one can see the two permanent magnets each generating a 20 cm
long magnetic field of maximum intensity B = 2.3 T. For these magnets the measured

R
B2 dL

is 1.85 T2 m. The whole optical setup is placed on a seismically isolated optical bench,
whereas the magnets are supported by a separate structure resting on the floor and are thereby
mechanically isolated from the optics. The finesse of the cavity wasF = 240 000 and the oxygen
pressure inside the apparatus was 0.278 mbar.

New Journal of Physics 15 (2013) 053026 (http://www.njp.org/)

2.5T,	0.8m×2,	Dipole

PVLAS

• 伊グループの2015年実験で、
感度はkCM=8e-23(20倍)

• 原因不明のノイズで感度リミッ
ト

→ミラーで生じる複屈折？

→S/N稼ぐ必要あり

• S/N = B2LF√tで2倍勝ち

<10-5Pa真空引き

F=670,000,	3.302m

reciprocal quantity. The second half of the same table, with primed run numbers, presents

the values obtained by applying Equations (21) and (22). The lines marked with ψ give

four determinations of the magnetic birefringence of vacuum; as many determinations of the

dichroism are given by the lines marked with θ. These numbers are listed in Table III.[? ]

The weighted averages of the numbers listed in the “In-phase” column of Table III are

∆n(PVLAS) = (−1.5± 3.0)× 10−22 @ B = 2.5 T, (26)

∆κ(PVLAS) = (−1.6± 3.5)× 10−22 @ B = 2.5 T. (27)

The quadrature value of ∆n results to be (+5.2± 3.2)× 10−22. All the numbers found are

compatible with zero. The value of ∆n(PVLAS) is an order of magnitude larger than the

birefringence predicted by QED [Equation (4)] and serves only as an upper limit.

|∆
n|

 / 
B2    

(T
-2
)

Figure 13. Time evolution of the measurement of vacuum magnetic birefringence normalised to

B2
ext. Error bars correspond to 1σ. Values have been taken from the following references: BFRT

[12]; Legnaro [13], Ferrara Test [27], BMV [28], PVLAS 2014 [26].

Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the measurement of the QED magnetic birefringence

of vacuum. To compare the different experiments, the measured values of the birefringence

have been normalised to B2
ext. By extrapolation, one could predict that it should not take

too long before the measurement is performed successfully. Anyway, this will not happen

if the sensitivity of the polarimeter will not improve by an order of magnitude. The next

section briefly discusses the noise issue.

26
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磁石の構造

Laser

B

Electrode

IIN

IOUT
• 強磁場に耐える（構造）強度が必要．外部補強で強度を出すた

めに，磁石自体は非常にシンプルな構造にする．

• 磁石の中心を通る浅い角度でビームを斜め(交差角2°）に通

す 21



磁石破壊
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漏れ磁場

Position (mm)
210 310

B/
I (

T/
kA

)

5−10

4−10

3−10

2−10

1−10
x
y
z

磁石の中心から3軸方向に離れていった時のシミュレーション

• ダイポール輻射なので，距離の3乗へたるのを確認
• 例えば7-8T@10kAの時，1m離れると1ガウス

• あとは5号機で実測してOKなら書類出します．
23


